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INTRODUCTION

The Stationary Engineering Laboratory Manual 2 was

designed for students who have already received instruction in the basics

of Stationary Engineering. This manual ,,was developed for students who

will be operating a live plant. They will be responsible for supplying steam

for heating. -cooking. ba-king. and hot water. The -plant must always

operate: it cannot shpt down. Safety is important for both the students

and those depending-On the students for asupply of steam.

This manual is closely correlated with the Stationary

Engineering, Related Science Manual 2.

vi
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ASSIGRMENT 1.2A-1

Title; Shoji Safet

Objectives: < .

1. Be able to recognize all shop 'safety.rules.
2. Be able to correctly report an accident.

Aids:
1. List ofShop Safety RUles
2. Accident Report Foims r
3, Safety Glasses Pair for each student f.

4.' Card for students to sign with' number of-safety glasses. issued.
5; Set firf jeweler's screwdrivers to adjust glasses if necessary.

Procedure:
Issue, copy of shop safety rules and discuss each rule with class.

2. Explain danbrs inv,oved when working around machinery.

'3.
4

Stress how industry is very cohscious:of safely practices and procedures.

Issue safety glasses to students Ad explain 'their responsibilit) for care of gla'sse,s.

Shy students 'where glass ,cabinet, is, mid where cleaning tissues are kept.

6. Recommend school insurance.

Summariie:
A . Students must wear gltsseg,at all times in shop.
2. .Breaking Shop. Safety Rules will result in disciplinary action.

Testingt
1. Question students 'as 'to whether they_feel Shop Safety Rules are valid.
2. -Can they, add any rules to the list? ,

3. Check die, Accident Report form that they filled out.
t

Assignment:
Have students'compfete assignments 1A-1-in lab manual.

4
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-ASSIGNMENT '1 A t-2 ,....
#

,

....
Titic< Handling Fire Fighting Equipment

Objective: '
.- .

1. Be able to use water, CO2. and foam extinguishers to put out afire.

Aids:
#

1. One Water extinguisher
7. One CO, 'extinguisher'

'3. One lark mason's mixing tub:
4.. On Foani c xingctisi i er
5. One gallon `of gasoline'
6. Long:handled torch
7. Large stand-by foam extinguisher..

ProOedure:

1. Identify fire extinguishers, and explain how they are operated.

1. Set up mason's tub in open area outside.

.3. Put water in tub and add gas on top of water.

4. . 151eep all students, away from tub.

5. Have all extinguishers on hifd and away from tub.

6. torch and ignite gas.

7. Demonstrate use of each extinguisher.

8. Light fire again an,d have each student tise extinguisher to put out fit-C.

,

r
/ Suminarize:

1.. Imp° tance of using proper extinguisher.

Testino.
1. What was effect of water on as fire?

Assignment:
Haye stu lent complete assiglinient,1k-2 in lab manual.

, 9

Note: Afteri demonstration have all-fire extinguishers recharged.

11
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I Objectifies:
1. Be able to

40 2. Be able to-
3. ,Be able to

71

a

ASSIGNMENT 1*---A-3

Title: Housekeeping (Painting)

4400,

properly mix paint and prepare area for
paint lines, boilers, or auxiliaries in boilervorn as 'assigned.
properly dean and store brushes and paint cans after painting.

Aids:
1. Brushes
2. Paint stirrers
3. Paint can openers
4. Drop cloths Is

Proctdirrer,
1. M'sign student an area to paint.

Issue brush, paint stirrer; and drop'cloth.

_3. Explain why area must 4 thoroughlvclean and free of oil, grease, etc.
Note: (All cleaning will be doele by 10th grade stUdents)

ti ,
4. Show student how to properly, operi paint tan.

5. Demonstrate how to properly mix paint.

6? Explain reason' for using drop cloth.

7. u.Discuss proper way to close caps and clean brushes.

r

-8. Explain .to student that the painted arca, gins', and the brushes will be

Um*

inspected at the end of the assignment.

Si.hn Hartle:'
1. Area must he clean.

Paint niut, be thoroughly
3: Area must be protected.
4. Clean up thoroughly after painting.

Testing:
1. What is resuk of leaving paint cans open

Assignment:
Complete as gnMent 1 A-3 in Lab Manual.

3
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ProCedure: -

{.\ 1. Discuss-student rewonsibility list.

2. Discuss toot crib procedure'arid duties.

Discuss fireman's responsibilities and duties.

, 4. Show students how to take over a watch with a step-by-step procedure.
4t,

5. Cart out Engineer's duties on watch, step-by-step including'sample reading and
fuel oil soundings.

ASSIGNMENT 1-13'1"%.

F.
Title: Shop Cirganization and Management

Objectives:
1. Review student responsibilit
2. To know student responsibility in tool crib. t.

1, 3. To know student responsibility when acting as fireman.

Aids:
1. List of student responsibility 10th grade
2,' List tool crib priocedure
3. List firemans re pongibilit'
4. Boiler room lab

Summarize:
1. , Reason for strict adherence to routine of tool crib and fireman's duties.

Testing:
. What is the. first thinvou do when taking over a watch?

Assignment:
Have students c-oinpleie lab assignment 1--B=1 and 'file tool crib and fireman
procedures in notebook.

r-

04.
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Objective:
1. Be able to calculate the factor of evaporation of a boiler. ,

Aids:

°ASSIGNMENTJ-B-i

Title: Factor of Evaporation

49-

Boilers that are in service.

. .
Procedure: 1 .''

-1. Show and explain the fo mula for this factor of evaporation: \
.

. Y H (FW-32)
- \

Facto of Evap. s
970.5:

2. Explain how to find total \heat in the steam from the: steam tables., -
3. Show where the feed water temperature can be taken for each boiler.

4. Show how to calculate the factor of evaporation. ,

5. -Explain how the factor of evaporation chart is to be filled out.
.

. .

Summariie:.
1. Explain formula
2. Using steam table
3. Using the formula
4. Recording results

,t?

Testing:
1

on
- ,

1. Can the factor of evaporation c'hange n a boiler?
.

2. What two values can change in4the formula? . ..

Assignment:
1. Complete assignment.2- B-1 in lab manual.

fir
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ASSIGNMENT 2B-2

title: Developed Boiler Horsepower

Objective:
1. Be able to calculate tlic developed horsepower of a boiler.

Aids:
Boilers in service
Steam flow meter

Procedure:
1.' Define boiler horsepower.

2. Sh Ow and explain the form la for finding the developed boiler horsepower.

H w x Fact of Evap.,
'. 34.5

3
3 Show how to read and use the safety valve data such as poprlds of steam per-

\ -,.hour. '.

3.

Note: Total pounds per hbur`for each boiler.

4. Show and explain how to calculate boiler horsepower from safety value ta. This
,t;

%will be maximum H.P. ,

5. Explain hoW to determine pounds of steam flow per hour from the steam' floes.
Meter.

6. Explain that the horsepower calculated when using the steam flow meter is the
'actual developed horsepower at that moment.

..
--,,. Explain haw to calculate harsepOwer from 'square feet of heating surface. Stress

that this method is not acceptable in New Jersey. .
. .

3- 8. Explain how the horsepowe chart-is to be filled out.

Summarize:
1. Explain formulas.

Pounds per hour of cam from:
safety valve-S,, rnaximuin H.P.

.1 0
flow meter actual H. P.

/I
t"

3. Recording results
/,ass,-

,3

l

testing: - - 1

1. Why can we say that the'maximuirt boiler horsepower for a given boiler can be
, fOund if you use the tiotal pounds per hour of steam.,relieved in the horsepower

fornrula.
-<

.. .,
In actual 'practice is "tire developed boiler horsepower constant or changing?

3. What data is necessary before you can find the developed, boiler horsepower ?

Assignment:
I. Complete assignmen t 2-13,2 in the Lb manual.

4
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jectives: .

1. f3c able- to discuss the pre'ss pefature relationship that exists for saturated

Title:

ASSIGNMENT 2C-3

Saturated ali2:1 524pe heated Steam

steank 7."..

2. Be able to deterini ifsteam is saturated or superheated.

3." Be able `to use the steam tables.

Aids:

&Tilers that' .re in service .

One pyrometer , '. \
Steam pfe'ssure reducing stafion

. ..,, .procedure: :.. .

1. Explain thai for every pressure there is a corresponding temperature for saturated
. .

steam. , 1 ,

2. Demonstrate how to take, the temperature readings iirf the steam and water.

3. Show 110W to fill out the pressure - temperature chart.
2

'4. State the definition of saturated and superhard steam...

5. Explain what is meant by degrees of superheat:

Summarize: 4

1. Show where and how jilt: student will take readings and where he is to record_
these readings.

Testing:
1. Define saturated steam.
2. Define superheated steain.,
3. -How do we'l,now how nano degrees of superheat there area

Assignment:
Complete a>signment. 2 C- 3 in the lab manual.

16
7 .
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ASSIGNMENT

'Title; Types of Firetube Boilers

Objective:. °
1. Be able-4 identify the various types of firetube boilers and the importatij e

filatures o ch: type.

to.

Aids

Firctubc-Boilers

Procedure:
1. `Explain why oiler is designated as a firetube' boiler

2. Show each firetube boiler to the students and name each type.

3. Draw the students' attention to the following features:
a. Shape of each boiler
b.. Shape of combustion chamber
c. Internally or externally fired
d. 'Number of gas passes
c. Up-take damper location.

4. Explain how the types of firetube boilers, chart is to be completed.

Summarize:
1. Name each type of firetube boiler and explain why it.was

Testing:
1. Name a describe each type of firetube boiler we have discussed.

yen that name.

Assignment...,

Complete assignnient 2 in the lab manual:

.8
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Mbjective:
1. Be able to ielentif\ the exteknal and internal parts af a firetube boiler.

ASSIGNMENT 3 -A -3

"title: Construction of Firetube Boilers

Aids:
. 'Firetube Boilers

PrOcedure:
1._ Show and explain ,th'e function

--c
a. ha ndfi °les
B.Th-atholes
c. water.legs
d. ,stay bolts

lc

-,.
f the followin parts of the firetube boilers:

iretubes
f. tube'sheet.
g. stays

) h. crown sheet

2._ Show how to measure, the length and Cliamedter of`a firetube.

3. Show how to measure the depth of'a stay bolt telltale.

Summarize:
1. Gie.nanie and explain, function of each part of the firetube boiler.

Testing:
, 1. Whichboile;s,11ad water leg,s''

2. - f)id all boLlers contain manholes'
3. Why wereothere two types of stay bolts%
4. Name the parts of the firetube boiler.

Assignment:
C.`(;inpleie,,iiigninem 3 N 3 i'n the lab manual.

a.

. ,
*
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ASSIGNMENT 3,C-1

* Title: Boiler Ce tificAtes

Objective:
1. Beable to discuss the information that is n a boiler certificate.

. Aids:
Steam boilers
Boiler certificates

4 'Procedure:

KIP

1. Explain the purpose of a boiler certificate.

2. Show the data a boiler certificate contains a d stress the following:

a. Numbers
b. Make arld year built
c. Type
d.

c. S.V. setting,
f. Date of last inspection,
g. Penalty for violations

r

3. Show where the safety valve name plate data i ''found. Compare rth informati
on certifitate.

0.
. ,

4. Show the manufacturers stampings on boiler and compare with data on

certificate. <0
V _

Summarize:
1. Purpose of and information found on lots-tiler certificate.

Testjng: '4

1. Name all data that you can think of, that you would find on a boiler certificat&
2. Why ig a hoilecertificate necessary'

r

Assigntnertt:
Complete assritewt 3-C-1 in the lab manual.

1 9
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ASSIGNMENT 4A-2

Title: Safety Valve (Construction)

-.ObjeCtlye:
1. Be able to take a safety salve apart and explain how it is co*tructed.

Aids:

1.: Cut-away pop-ty pc safety valve.

Procedure:
4. Assign student a cut-away pop type safety valve.

2. Explain why and where seals are installed.

3. Point out huddling chamber and its purpOse.
te

4. Explain wk only a qualified person is allowed to make 'safety valve adjustments.

5. Explain veils orals the _manufacturer or his certified representative may rnc.:"----\.
repairs.

Summarize:
1. Location of safets7 valve
2. Purpose of safet\ valve
3. wIr, it pops open.

Testing:
1. Ms do sou th m k it necessary for a safety valve to pop, open rather than open

slowly

Assignment:
Complete assignment 4 A 2 in lab manual.

t.

20
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ASSIGNMENT 4B-2

Title: Construction of Bottom Blow-Down Valves

Objective
1. IC e to dismantle a quick-closing and screw-type blow-down valve.

2. Be familiar with the piirts of a quick-closing and screw -type blow-down valve.

Aids:
'1. Cur. -away of quick-closing and screw-type valve.
2. Manufacturers data sheets

Procedure:
1. Assign student a cut-away Of a quick-closing and a screw -type salve.

2. Explain liow valve works and how it connects to boiler.

3.' Track flow of water throuill valve.
411

4. Point out ham/ slow Opening valve is self cleaning no sludge build-up.

5. Discuss how to handle blow-down valves in blowing down,.

SumMarize:
1. Location which is closest to shell o.f boiler?
2. -Handlin' valves during blow down.
3. Safet precautions to follow

Testing:
1. Wh are special valves needed for blow-down valves.
2. H ow to handle valves. i.e.. blow down.

Assignment:
Complete assignment 4 B -2.112 lab manual.

21
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ASSIGNMENT 4C-1

Title: Construction orWater Column

,Objectives:
1., Be able to identify the fittings found on a water column.
2. Be able tO explain thuurpose of each fitting.

Aids: -

1. Two iho,dels of water columns.
2. c ManufactUrers data sheets

,Progedure:
1. Assign water column models to students.
2. Point outdifferences.
3. Explain how to di;issembie column.
4. Explain ,why %,h istle ,,alve must be rRmoved last.

D. Discuss'iinportance of.blowing glass and

Summarize:
1. NCC.1 for cotunin

2 Importance of blow down
"-

1,

.4

Testing:
1. What do ou, rhuik happelrif column were notblown-down at regular

teo a is,' r.

Assignment: .
...

. . . ,
1. Complete assio.nnwt 4 C 1 it lab tlianual:

. .

...is .
4

-.
A4

.
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ASSIGNMENT 4 (L

Title: Location orWater Column According to A.S.M.E, Code

Objective:
1. Be able to check the proper location of a. water col.umn

Code.

Aids:

1. 6 ruler
2. Boild off load

Procedure: -;5

1. ExplainWhere water column must be located and what relationship this has with
gage glass location.

7 qk

according to 'A .S .E ."

4t

Discuss importance of this location and why it should be checked:

Explain how it iswossible to have column improperly l'ochtte.d.

Summarize:
Iniportance of rropia- location

Testing:
1. +km do you dowit is safe to add water to a boiler?'

Assignmeilt: .

Complete .01intitent 4 -C---2 iti taba ihanua

5,

R

A
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ASSIGNMENT'4D-1

Title: Using Test Gages

FS

Objectives:
1. Be able touse a test gage.
2. Be able to Check a pressure gage usi g a test gage.

;,

Aids:
1. Test gages
2. Siphon
3. 6" adjustable wrench
4. Small Stinson wrench

Procedure:.
1. Assign student. 2 test lages one high-pressure gage and one low - pressure gage.

2. Explain how to handle gages'
3. Discuss need for,gage protectrosiin reference to siphoning. etc.
4. Explain how to connect gage to test cock.
5. Define fast and slow gage.

. ,

Summarize:
1. Need for siphon ,protection.

Reason for using test gage:

TestirT:
1. What is meant by fdst'gage? Slow,gage7
2. Which would be inoEe dangerous Why')

Assignmett:
\

Complete assignmegt 4 -D-
m

1

crab manual.
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. ASSIGNMENT 4D-2

Title: Dead WA4ight Tester

Objectives: ,

1. ,13e able to handle a gage,tesce. r.
2. Be able to calibrate a presure* gage u ng adead weight tester.

Aids:

1.

/.
3.

P

4.

Dead weight tester
Instruction sheet on, dead weight tester
3 pressUre gages
6" adjustable wrench

4
.

6

Procedure:
.1. Assign s4dent 3 pressgagcs and "dead weiglAtestdr.
2. Give'student instruction sheet ,ontdead weight tester.

.
3. Explain procedure" to follow in atiaching gage to tester to prevent damage.
4. Check student out when he feels he is ready to proceed.

1 Reason for using dead w eight-tester.
2. Gentle ,touch needed in handling gages and tester.

Testing:
° r

1 What do \ ou think would happen if you started testilig.gage and the connections
weren't tight;

Askignment:

Complete assignment 4---1)- 2 in lab-manual.
4'
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ASSIGNMENT 5A-1

High-Pressure' Feed-Wat& System
.

,i.. 7

Ob 1jectives:
.1. Be able to locate the highipressure teed -water lilies, ,..

2. Be able to locate every valve, fitting, and Control oirtheiiigh-pressure fiLl-water
line. .. '

A . t.

$ . t . , t
3. Be able to determine every possible way of getting water to the high-pressure

boilers.

Aids:
Feed-water systems

Kocedure:
1., Trace the feed-water line from the -open

-pump and _then to the No. 2 boiler.

L.

44.

feed-water hater to the reciprocating .

Tr ce the feed -water line 'from the condensate tank to Np. 2 boiler.

3. Le the feed water line from the feed-water heater to the centrifugal pump and
then to No. 5 boiler.

4. .Trace the feed-water line from the condensate tank to No. 5 'boiler..

5. Siatt. the name of and 4plain the purpose ,of every fitting. control. valve and
pump on each line.

6. Stress the importance of-knowing how \to get water to a high-pressure boiler and
the danger of a, low-water condition.

-1; .
, . -

Summarize:' '';
....,...,,,,,,,,,,..

. il
## 1. Repeat tracing of each line'.'

, " ,...tr
1. Show the student each -fitting, contr61. valve, and pump a vbiifti each line.. t .:

,', ---.-

44l ,2,

_ 4

i: ,,,,,Testing:
1. Name as inane parts as.otikan'illdears 9 id on a high-pressiitfeed-water -line.;

, . a

.. .1. Why is it so important that'we knoy,, -how to get water,to,a boiler? i I< .
.1 -..?0.0.

3. What are the dangers of insufficient water in boiler .,. k

Assignment:
Complete assignment S A -1 in th'e lab manual

2 6
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Obje

\N8, TGNMENT,
?

Title: Low - pressure Feed-Wat r Sy tem

1. \ Be ablc t6 locate the low - pressure feed -water lines,
le. to locate every valve, fitting, and control

;

'W4

the IOW-pressure feed-water

3." 1 ab e to determine every possible way of getting water to the low-pressure
boilers.

Aids:
Feed-water sy cm

Procedure:
1. TraCe with the-,stud t each loW-pressure feed-water line as follows:

a. From the low va uurn tank to number one boiler.
b. From the conden ate return tank to No. 1 boiler.
c. Frornithe high vacuum tank\to No. '3 boiler.
d. From the condensate tank to No. 3 boiler.
c.1 From the gravity feed tank to No. 4 boiler.
f. From condensate return tank to No. 4 boiler.

2. State the name of dvery fitting valve, Control, and pUmp in each system.

3. Stress that. there' i as much danger from low water in a low-pressiire _boiler as

there is in .thigh -p enure

Summarize: t

1. Track each system; II< me all parts of sstem.

Testing:.
1. 'Name as many parts rthe low-pressure feed-water system as you can.
2.1. What pacts are the sai e in the high, and low-preslure systems?
3. Which is more danger us low water in a high- cr low-pressure boiler? Why?

4

lb
Assignment: .

Complete sigimicrit 5---A-,,-2 in-the lab manual.

27
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Objective:
\ \

1. Be able to locac the lines, fi tings, pumps, valyes., and accessories that tilalse Lai;

ASSIGNMENT 13.-1

Title: Fuel Oil System

the fuel oil systeM.

Aids:

No. 6 fuel oil system

Procedure: , ,
I. Trace with the student the, fuel oil system starting at Ithe duplex strainers and *

ending at the fuel oil tank.
d . .

2. State the name and purpose of parts in the'system.
"

,,

\

Summarize:
1. Repeat tracing of the fuel oil system. n.

Testing: -1
.**

,
1. Name as many parts of tilt filel system- as you can.
2 What was the purpose of each part that you have named?

Assignment: .

Complete assignment 5-13-1'in the lab manual.

I
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ASSIGNMENT 5 =B -2

Title: Fuel Oil Tank SOundings ,

\---
Objectives: \

1. Be able to-take a fuel..oil sounding._
2. Be able to read a fuel oil tank Calibration Qhart.
3. Be able to,calculate daily. fuel oil consumption.

Aids:

Sounding rod
Tank calibration chart
Kcy to tank
Varsol and rags

Procedure 0

1. De onstrac,how to take a tank sounding...
2. Explain ,-ior to use the tank calibration charts. , 7,

. Show-students how to calculate da ly fuel oil consumption.
, Explain how the oil readings are to be recorded on the fuel oil log sheet:

Sun4rize:
-1. 1 How to use calibration chart.
1 1 How to calculate daily fuel oil ' consumption,

4

4

Testing: ,

1

How do you take a fuel oil sounding ,
1. How do ichange from feet and inches on the sounding rod into gallons?
3. How can we calculate daily consumption?

Assigninent:
Complete assignment 5 in the lab manual.

29
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ASSIGNMENT 5B-3

Title: High- and Low-Pressure aas y sterns

.,-
:Objectives:'Objectives: .

. 1: Be able to locate th& parts of the high-pressure system,..
,2. be able to locate the parts of the low-pressure gas system.

t

Aids: ;. , it#

Number 3. 4. afici-D_Is burner systems

Pr'ocedure:

1. Tratk the high-pressure gas system going io''No. 3 and 4 boilers.
2.'; Idyl/11y and .;xplain the purpose of each'' part in each sstein.
3. .Trace the,, ow- pressure gas system`going to No. 5 boiler.

4. Identify and explain the Rurpost of each part in the low-pressure, stem.

Summarize:

I. Trace each 'system again.

2 Idctink On parts and their purpose.
t

Testing:
I Name as man. parts of each h ystem as Kau can.

2. Which parts are for saleoi on each system?

Assignment:
Complete assignment 5 -B.3 in

' v/

S

tl e lab manual.
#

.
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ASSIGNMENT1.5C-1

Title: Draft System

Objectives:
1. Be able to e\plam the basic drafisystem in boderroom.0
2 lk able to locate the forced and induced draftians.
3 Be able toilocate'all draft control dampers.'
4 Be able iu locate all draft gage lines on a boiler.

1
Aids:

Boilers

'Forced and induced draft fans
Dam pers

4ProcZidurci

Explain how the gases pass through each boiler to the .tack.
(

3hoW where _zhe forced and induced draft fans are located. and explain the
function of these fans in the sysilim.

3. Show where the dampers are 'located.` and explain how the control the flow
through the boiler.

Shuv, w here the draft gage connections are tied into each bor. and trace each
line back to"the panel board.

6

Summarize:
1 Rt peat the tracing of a as path through boiler to the staa. showing dampers, fans.

and draft gage connections.
S

Testing:
1. What in \ our opinion is a draft gystem in a boiler rbolr,0

Where are dampers'a`nd fans located in a draft systc4
3 v.,..) \ a rc draft gage line connected to the boiler? 0

AssitrilAnti
Complete assigtnnent 1 in the lab rnanual.

11`.

f
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ASS1GNENT 6A-2

title: Feed Stop and,,Checks
: 11-7\

05 ectives: I ....Is.

T. Be able to disassemble /a feed-stop and feed-check valve.
/ 2. Be able to identify the parts or a feed-stop a feed-check valve,,

/

;1-

_.

a

/Aids:
/ 1. -Globe

2. -Swing check
. tvtanufactureis catalogs

4. Tools needed to dismantle valves
,

. Procedute:A
4 . a . .

1.` Assin valves to students.
.

-2.4;;;Qikuss types of valves used as stop valves and check valves.
,

-

_30 Explain how they are found in the feed line and why this position is St)
4 . a '

. important.. ,

s,..' 4.. ,fjisc,u'ss:pre'sst'ure stamping on vale body and arrpw showing direction of tlow.
.

' , .. -.
.

SUmmarize: . .

A

-
1.- Location- and type of valves selected
2 , Reas'On'for pressure stathpings

,,

-Testing: ,*is
1. What would happen if a check valve were reversed in line%

AsSignment:.
Complete assignment 6 A -2 in,Jab manual.

A
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'Objectives:
1.

3.

Aids:
1. Assc6rtcd gasket material
2. Manufacturers catalog
3. Flange

4. Compass

//ASSIGN/COT 6A-3

Title: Gasket Selection and Measurement

Be able t4 identify- the !l4frerent t,ypes of gasket materials and the service they are
used for/
Be able ,t,o take measurement's for making a ring gasket*.
Be ably to take measurements for making a full gasket.

Inside and outside calipers
6. Rule

7. "I'wo pieces of poster board 12" x 12"

Procedure:
C

o

L Discuss different types Of gasket material and how each type is used.
2 ' Briefly disCuss how to take measurements for a ring gasket and a full gasket.

Summarize:
'1 Need for proper gasket material.

Testing:
1. Why arc flaiigeaskets necessary?

Assignment:
Complete assignment 6 A 3 in lab manual.

33
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ASSIGNMENt 6 B I

Talc: Open Feed1Water Heater

Objecctives:
1. Be able to identif) the parts of an open feed-water heater and the purpose the)

rem:.

Be able to crac the path of steam. water. oxygen, and other non-condensible
gases.

Aids:
1. Open fee -water heater in boiler room

Proced,ure:

1. With heater en, explain where steam condensate and city water, lir es enter.
2. Show how .1gen and non- con4ensible gases are vented.

3. Explain purpose of trays and internal overflow.
4 ./ biscuss dangersdangers involved usingusing open feed-water heater in relation to boiler..erc.

Summarize:
E How heater works.
2. Results-of water too hot _and water not hot enough.

Testing:
1. What are the dangers to a boiler if feed-water temperature is too hot' if too cold?

Assignment:
Complete assignment 6-- B- 1 in lab manual.

3I
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ASSIGNMENT 6C-1

Title: Feed-Water Regulator.

Objectives: - 1

. .<
I. Be able to iclentif, the internal parts of both a Mechanical and at electrical

feed-v&ter regulator.

2. 1k able_ to describe how both a mechanical and electrical feed-water regulator
works.

Aids:

1. Cut-awa), Of McDonnel, Miller regulator
2. Cut,awa,/of Copes regulator
3. E4: uric jneter

Procedur :

/1. iscu1 operation of both regulators./
2. E.plain location.and why location is so criticat

. Shok% the Ooat chamber and point out why bloyulown is important/
4. Explain how to use electric meter.

Summarize:
1. Location of regulators

2. Importance of blowdown

1Testing:

1. What would happen if sludge were allowed to accumulate in float chain e

2. What happens to the Copes regulator when it is blown do ? Do it open or
close' Explain. f

Assignment:

Complete assignment 6CI in lab manual.

dC
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4

Objectives:
Be able to identify the trite

2. -Be able to descr$be hiow th
. 0'

Aids:

G

ASSIGNMENT 6C+:2

: Low-Water-Cutoff

nal. parts 'of a low-water cutoff.
low-water cutoff op0-ates.

Cut` -away of low-water cut ff. .. 1 ''.,:'
Cp-t-away of combination low-water cutoff and feed-water. regula.Ln.. *Electricmeier . , . ..

Manufacturers data sheet

Procedure:
1. Dis(.uss

r?.

operandflovt-water cutoff.

Discuss operation of combination reea regulator

3. Explain loc.-awn and Why, location is so critical.

4. Discliss why it is reconamehtled to have a
combinamon cOntrol.is used.

1

.
and low - water cutoff.

ij 4:

1
itI/trate /low -water cutoff if. a

,,: c,

Summarize: . '. i 4 4,, .

1 . Location and. operation
Ke'ason For 2nd low-watercutoff when using combination control.

1

Testing: `:
DescVe operation. of combination regulator and low-water cutoff.

Assignment:
1. Complete assignment 6--C- 2 in lab-manual..,

I

rr
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ASSIGNMENT 6C-3

Title: Gasket Cutting

Objectives:
1. Be able,to use a gasket cutter. ,-

,2. Be able to follow the pros edure in cutting a gasket.

4.1. Gasket cutting kit
',. 2. Cutting b9ard-

3. Poster board 12" x 12"
4. Rule
5. Sheet packing :' -

Procedure:
i .0..

1. Discuss parts of gasket cutter and how it works.
2. Show how to stt cutter for 'desired circle.

e
Stressdanger Of blade and how to handle cutter once blade has been set.

,
4. Show

i
' to set blade depending on gasket thick ess..

''
.

., ,,:;.
5. Assign g skts to be cut such as fueleoil spainer; feed-water regulator, low-water

cutoff, or water coltimn. , , .
. ,

Suminarlic: . .

1. Care in handling cutter once blad.e.has been exposed.Care
, , , . ,1

t.,

Testing:
1* 1. Why do ou feel it's unportant to secure cutter b1 de before ItiVving a cutter?

,

v
. - .0

e '3
Assi, ment: ,3

omplcte assignent 6C-3 in lab manual.

a
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Objectives
1. Be able to loci'.
2. Be ble to iden

,3. To
,ho

Aids:.
1.. Col

'Procedu're;

ASS1GNME T 6D-1
\

tmospheric. Return I

'[
,

c

e', he clondenste tank in a s'ystem..
ify aThthe lines going

i

oing to and leaving;the condensate talk.
know' -why fan autptrianc , city water make-up is:used on condensate s and

they operate. 1 ; ' ,, I ----

tan
i

I
'',,

Q * ,

il.---- i. .
ensate t -ik in oiletroom

,

1.I.Diseuss all h es an fittin s found On condensate tank.
2. Discuss- reason fOr he automatic city' water rnalce -up.
3. Demonstrate howt t works.,-

,

4. Explain why taril; is vented.

Summarize:
1. Purpose o condensate tank.E.

,
, ,.Reason for auromatic city water make -up.

17.

.

Testing:
J 4 . ,

4

, y . . ....
i

1. What would liapperCif cityylkater make -up were not installed and retrns failed to
come ba'ck in sufficient quantity?

,..

:.. _

. ;. , .17

issignnient 6D-1 in lab manual. ,

.1.4 -

Assignment:
1. .Complete

N
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..

Objectives:
131 able to locate he vacuum tank'

2. .1.ab1e7to use p nip; seledtor twit
- 3.'. Be able- to recogi izei and correct

4. Be able io ident fy, all the fittings
;

I I

Aids:
1.7 V cuum tank i boilerroloin

Procedurti:

ASSIGNMENT 6D-2

Title; Vaculum`Tank

serve. -

sy tem and describe hoW it works,!

,

1hdi needed. `I
o eration. -----..l '

and on a vacuum tank an
t

1. iscuss purpbse of vacuum tank in system.'
2. 'Tian) selector switch and when it is used.
3. 'scuss purpose of thermometer. ,- --..

4. t. xplain air vent to atmospherd and what Water
indicate.

Summarize:.
. 1. Purpose

2. Reason for 3-way/ selectorl'

being discharged

i

the pur'pOse they ,

from vent would

Testing:
z

1. If water is being discharged from 4en -vent, whit would, this indicate to
,operator

Assignment:
1. Complek assigninerit 6D-2-in lab manual.

(

.1

,

Jr-
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Objectives:
1.

2.

Aids:
1.

3.

Be

Pe
3e

iCuE-away of reciprOcating-pump
Data sheet on hoW to qet valves
Tools needed to dismantle 'puMp.

ASSIGNMENT 6E--1

L

itle: Reciprocating Pump

ble to completely trip down a re ipr9cating pum

ble ti thoroughly lean steam and wa Ier.sicle of
able tOleassemble ,and set the valves o a ieciproc

reciprocating pump.,,

g pump.

Proce ure: ! 1 , !

1, Use cut-away of reciprocating pump and review parts and..*Operation.

1. Ex plain why pump cannot stop mid - position.'

.3. Explain what controls team and exhaust to an&from the steam cylinder.
.

4. Discuss. how, one valve controls both steam and exhaust. .

57 Discuss importance of marking parts before dismantling.,
4 . .

,
6. Discuss student's responsibility for all pump palls once disassembled.

7. Explain how to set pump in mid-position.

8. Discuss importance Of properly securing a reciprocating pump and tagging it out
when it is life equipoent.

Summarize: x .

1. Secure and tag out Properl, .
2. Mark before dismantling.

Testing;
1. Why is it un possible for' a pump to Stop in mid-position?

.
,. .

Assignment:
Complete assighinens .0 E -1 m lab manual..

,

4 0
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ASSIGNMENT 6E---2i

Titl Cefifugal Pumps 4
,

Objectives:
1. Be able to compl tely strip down a.centrifugal pimp.
2. B'e descri e tho purpose of all internal parts. s

3. Be able to reassemble pump to reassemble and check for freezotation.

Aids: .
fro .-

1. Cut-away of centrifugal pump
2. Manuf3cturers catalogs
3. To ojs" needed 'for dismantling

ProCedure:
i. Using cut-away describe internal parts and hoW they work.
2. Discuss reason for' marking pump.
3. Desicribe procedure to follow in stripping pump.

Summarize
1. Principles of operation

p

s

, Testing: - . .
, 1. Wt,/, y is it wise to mark pump before stripping?

.
.

fAssignment: : .

1. complete assignment' 0E-2.in lab manual.

P

S.
P.'

32.
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SS GNMEN 6 E--3

itle: Injector

jectives:
1. Be able to locate and describe the purpose of a feed-water injector.

2. Be able to trace lines coining to and leaving the injector, and' to know the
purpose of all valves on these lineS.

3. Be able to completely strip an injector, clean it, and reassemble it ready for service:

Aids:
1. Cut-away ,model of injector
2. injector in boilerroom

Procedure:
1. Explain internal parts of inject

2. Discuss lines coming to and ieavir4g the injector.

3. Explain how to secure injector for safe removal.
I '

4. Disci+ why steam line feeding injector must come` from highest part ,of steam
drum!

5. Discuss purpose of .check valve in city water line feeding injector.

r:Summarize:
1. Theory of operation
2. Need for check in city water line ,.

Testing
1. What would happen if citeck valve in city water line failed and injector kicked

out.

Assignment:
1. Complete assirnent 6E-3 in lab manual.

42
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ASSIGNMENT 7A-1

Title: team to Water Cycle

Objectives(
1. Be able to sketch and explain the steam to water cycle.
2. Be able to describe how condensate returns. ta.,the system.

L. -3. Be able to explain why it is impOrtant to save condensate.

Aids:
Boilers
Steam lines
.Domestic hot-water tangy:
Vacuum return .system

Procedure:
1. Track the steam line as it comes from the boiler to the Tow-pressure header.

4 OP...,..

/. From the steam header, trace the steam line'to the domestic hot water tank: then
."

trace the condensate line back to the vacuum pump.

3. Show and explain-Ole purpose of each fitting, valve, and control in the system.

4. Describe how- heat is removed from steam in the domestic hot water tank:, then
describe how condensate returns .to the vacuum pump.

5. Explain why it is important to save as miich condensate as possible for reuse.

Summarizaz_
1. P6peat tracing the complete system and explain the purpose of all the parts

within the 'system.

Testing: f
1. Nallle' all Ole parts that make up-a steam-to-water system.
.2. ,What is the,purposc of each part you have named?

Assignment:
1. Complete assignment 7 in the lab manual.

43
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ASSIGN( ENT 7-A-2

Title: Steam' Headers

Objectives:
1. 'Be able to locate and explain the purpose of, the high-. medium-, and low-pressure

steam headers.

Be able to locate and explain the ptirpose of the cross connections between the-,
high- and the medium-pressure headers and between the medium- and low-pressure
headers.

3. Be able to locate and explain the purpose of all the valvescon the high-, medium, _
and the low-pressure steam headers.

Aids:
High-, medium-, and)ow-pressure headers and fittings

Procedure: _ /
1. Show, identify, and explain the purpose of each steam header.
2. Show and identify all valves and fittings on each steam header.
3.- Sligw-a-hd explain the purpose of the cross connections between each header.
4. Show where tre;afety valves are located on the medium- and low-pressure

headers. Also the locatioil of the safety valve narrieplate data.

Summarize:
1.

- Track flow of steam from number two boiler, through each header until it leaves
low-pressure header.

2. Identify each fitting and valve as you come to it.

Testinv:
1,03 do we have safety valves on the low- an cl r'''nt;diumpressure steam headers
but not en the high-pressure header.

2.,Xame all parts attached to the headers.,

3. What is-the purpose of the parts?

Assignment:
Complete assignment 7 -A-2 in the lab manual.

a
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ASSIGNMENT 7 -A -3

Title: Use of the Nipple Chuck

Objectives:
1. 'Be able to explain the purpose of a nipple chuck.
2. Be able to use a nipple chuck.

Aids:
Pipe cutting and threading machine
Set of pipe nipple chucks
Bla k iron pipe
So'"32cDne
Rule
Salen check-outjljst

Procedure:

0

44*

1. Set up pipe tireading machine for use. Explain safety practices to be followed
while using ma lime.

2. Explain safetN c leek-out sheet and the iied for it to be completed before thik
assvmtnent is started.

3. Explainziepurpoie and show the parts othe nipple chuck.

4. Demonstrate how to cut and thread a pipe nipple.

5. Clean up Pipe machine, etc.

Summarize:
1. Stress the sSfen check-out sheet.
2._ Explain in detail how to cut and thread a pipe nipple.

Testing:
1. What are some of the possible dangers while using a pipe threading machine?
2. What steps are necessar). to cut and thread a pipe nipple"

Assignment:
Complete assignment 7 -A -3 in the lab manual.

7 1,
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Objectives:
.1. Be able to lay' out a pipe fitting job.
2. *Be able to complete a pipe fitting job.
3. Be able to test a pipe fitting job for tightness.

ASSIGNMENT 7A-4

Title: Pipe Fitting

Aids:
Iron pipe and fittings
Tools
Pipe fitting compound

Procedure:
I. Explain the piping layout chart as follows:

a. Measurements
b. Center to 'center
c-.- Center cc:rend
d. End to end

2. Show how to take the above measurements and how to allow for the thread in
the fittings.

3. Demonstrate how to cut, thread. and assemble a prpe job according to the layout
chart.

4. Show how to check for tightness' by connecting to water line.

Summarize:
I. How to measure.

a. Center to center
Center to end

c. End to end

Ho-v. to 4ssemble

Testing:
I. What is meant bN center to center measurement?
2. What is meant bN center to end measurement?
3. Wibat is meant by end to end measurement?

?"'
Assignment:

Complete assignment 7 A 4 in the lab manual.

4V
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ASSIGNMENT 7:B-1

Title: Main Steam Stop and Automatic Non-Return Valves

Object ives:

. 1. Be able to identiik the internal parts of a main steam stop valve.
2. 13e able toRh:mil\ internal parts of an automatic non-return valve.
3. Be able to describe how an automatic non-return valve functions.

IM

Aids:

. Cut .1W,11 of .1-main steam stop valve
. Automatic non-return 'valve

Manufacturers data sheets

Procedure:
I. Dismantle inain steam stop valve and name each part. Explain the function of

-----each part and its location in the valve.

Show how the valve is assembled and checked for free operation.

3. Dismantle. the automatic non-return valve a" d name each
fun. non of each part and its location in the v .

4. Show how it is assembled and checked for free operation.

Summarize:
1,__Name the parts of each valve.
2. EX n how the non.return valve functions.

Testing:
1. Name the parts of a in team stop valve.
2. Name the parts of an automatic lion-return valve.
3. flow does an automatic non-return valve work%

Assignment:
Complete assignment 7 13 I in the lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 7B-2

Title: Pressure Regulators

Objectives: ,

1. Be able to identify the parts-of a pressure regulating valve.
2. Be able to describe hova pressure regulating valve functions.
3. Be able to dismantle a pressure regulating valve.
4. Be able to assemble a pressure regulating valve. .. I

5. Be able to test for proper functioning of a pressure regulating valv;.

Aids:
Pressure regulating valve
Tools

Procedure:
1. Dismantle pressure regulating valve anTnanieeachpart.--,
2. Explain the function of each part and its location in the regulator.
3. Reassemble the regulator showing how each part fits together.
4. Show how it is checked for free movement.
5. Demonstrate how to test regulator with air pressure.

Summarize:
1. Review

Dismantling
Assembling
Testing

Testing:
1. Name the parts of a pressure regulator.

What is the purpose of each part?
3. How does the regulator function?

Assignment:
CoMplete assignment,7B212 in the lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 7C-1

Title: Non-Return Traps

Objectives:
1. Be able to describe the function of the following traps:
a. a Float

b. Thermostatic
Incrted bucket

2. Be ablc,,to check and service a steam trap.

Aids:
Float ;team trap

Thermo;tatic steam trap
Inverted bucket steam trap
Set of tools. for dismantling

'Procedur.c:

and reassembling

Disassemble the float stearii trap' stating the name and function of.each 'part.

. .2. Place parts order for assembly. Assemble trap showing how each part fits
r, 7

tog eth'er 1- .
;

Repesit stcps one and two first for the thermostatic trap and then for the inverted
bucker Steam trap.

E\ pram the need for taut in When working on live steam".

5 Sh w how to secure th steam trap.

6. Shove how e remove he steam trap from the steam line.

c can 'and service the steam trap.,7. F_\p.ain how to

8. Show how, to test steam trap.

Summarize:
1. E\ plain bow to remove steam trap from service.'
2. E\ plain how to-ckan'and service the steam trap.

Oa

Testing:
I. None the parts of each steam trap.
2. How do s ou secure a steam trap before removing it from the steam

,.Asigninent:
Complete assn= i nient 1 C 1 in the lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 9A-1

Title: Oil Tanks and Piping

Objectives: /

1. Be able to change over fuel oil tanks.
2. M %.

able to transfer fuel oil from-one tank to another.
------,

Aids:
Fuel oil tanks hnd piping

Procedure:
1. Trace

is for.

r-"

the fuel oil lines to each tank and xplain what each stop valve and fitting
F.

2. Show how to change over the fuel oil tanks first No. 1,to, No. 2 and then No.
2 to No: 1..

3. Show how to transfer fuel oil fromTh& 1 to No. 2 tank and then from No. 2 to
No. 1.

4. Explain the possible. danger of overflow* the fuel tank while transferring fuel
oil.

Summarize:
1. Simulate a change over of fuel oil tanks. (,

'2.' Simulate transfei\ring of oil frotn one tank'to another.
3. Stress the need f6r checking all valIZ positions before leaving area.

Test ing:\
1. Can ti ou leave the area whtle.transierring fuel oil? Why?
2. What valve; have to bechanged when you change over tanks?
3. What valves haVe to he changed when you transfer fuel oil?

Assignment:
Complete assignment 9 A --1 in the lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 9.7-A-2

Tide: Fuel Oil. Pumps and Heaters (hanging Over)

Objectives:
1. -Bc able to change over fuel oil pumps.
I Be able to changepvcr fuel oil heaters,

Aids:

Fuel oil pumps
Fuel oil heaters

Q

Procedure:
1. Trade the flow of oiethrougli the fuel oil pump and the heater.
2. Explain the function of each valve and fitting.
3. Show hoW to `change over the fuel oil pgmp and the heater.
4. Stress the importance of making sue that all valves are in the correct position;

Summarize:',,
1. Repeat steps tfvo and three in the procechire.

Testing:
1. Describe tl flow of fuel oil as it passes through pump and heater.
2. How do you change over pumps and heaters in the fuel oil. system?

Assignment:
Complete assignment9--A-L2 in the lab manual.

a
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ASSIGNMENT 9A--3

Title: Gear P4mps

.Objectives:
r

.
1. Be able to dismantle a geartype pump.
2. Be able to locate and describe the purpose of all internal parts.
3. Be able to reassemble a gear-type pump.

Aids:
Gear pump or model
Manufacurrers catalogs

Procedure:'
1. Explain the importance of Marking the pump before disassembling._
2. Show how to mark ele pump.
3. Explain hew todisassemble,tbeyunip, clean it, and lay out the parts.
4. Identify all 'parts. Show location and explain the purpose of each part.
5. Explain row to reassemble pump and how to check its moving parts for free

movement.

Summarize:
1. How to mark, disassemble, and assemble the gear pump.
2. Name parts of the pump and the purpose of each part.

4
Testing:

,
1-. What ar& moving parts of a gear pump? What ae the stationary parts?
2. What is the firs thing you must do6efore disassembling a pump?
3., Explain how you would sake a gear pump apart.
4. Explain how you would, reassemble The purnp.

'Assignment:
Complete assignment 9A-3 in the lab manual.

.
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ASSIGNMENT 9IPA-4

Title: Pressure Atomizing Burner -

Objectives:
,

1. 13c ;able to disassemble and assemble a pressure atomizing burner. .,
2. Be able to identify and state the function of all parts- of a pressure atomizing

burner. , . .,

3. Be able to set up, adjust, and fire off a pressure atomizing burner. .1.__

Aids:

Pressure 'atomizing blirner

Procedure:
'1. Explain how to disassemble -a pressure, atomizing burner. Stress the marking of the

parts, as they are taken apart.

2. Expl in how,to clean the parts and lay them out for examination.

3. Explain,how to reassemble the burner and test for free movement of parts.

4., Show how to set electrodes fo' r correct "gap.

5. .Show where burner is to be set for test run and explain.how-the run is to be
conducted.

6 Explain how to adjust burner for good combustion.

Summarize:
1. Marking of parts
2.. ting upbume for testing

Howtest run is to onductcd

Testing:
,

1. Why is it .importailto mark all parts?
2. How far apart arc the electrodes? .

3. Explain how you will test 'burner.

Assignment:
Complete assignment 9 A -4 in ehe lab manual.

*



, ASSIGNMENT 9 A -5

Title: Rotary Cup Burler

Object: _ . tz7

1. Be, able to disassemble and assemble a rotary cup bu'rner.

Aids:'
Rotary cup burner
Too)s

I

Procedure:
I. Explain in detail how to mark the burner before disassembling.
2. Explain how to disassemble all parts °Pale burner.
3. Explain low to clean and inspect the burner parts forswear.

I,
1.1

4. Explain how to reassemble the burner and check 'Ffir free rovement of p r s.
ff

Summarize:
I. Stress thc need for caution while taking burner apart and assembling it.
2. Stress the importance of inspecting parts for wear.

Testing:
-,

vou11. Why do have to work carerully- when dismantling or assembling a
i

ro ar). cup
Iburner";
i

Assigment:
Complete assignment 9 A 5 in ,the lab .manual.

1
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A$S1GNMINT 9A-6

Title: ' Air Attatnizing ,Burner

Objectives:
,. 1. Be abfe'to identify the pails of an air atomizing burner.

2.'' Be able to perform routine maintenance on the burner.
4

Aids: -

'1. Air atomizing' burner On No. 2 boiler

Procedure:

Show student No. 2 burner and identify'parts.

2. Ha. dent Make a one-line drawing and show the following parts:

a. Burner tube
b. Oil pulrip and air compressor,'
c. Primary air line
d. Lubficadng oil-air tank
e. Air compressor filter
f. Modutrol
g. Low-fire adjusi'rnent screw higb-firc adjustment screw
h. Control panel box
i. Oil,soknoid valve
j. Primary air pressure gage'
k. Primary air "adjustmOnt valve
1. Gas pilot solenoid Valve
in,.Lube oil 'cooler
ri..Oil temperatdrc gage
o. ,Air shutter
p, Fuel oil heater.

- 3. Trace the fuel oil through the burner and have student show direction of fuel Oil
flow on drawing.

4. Show,student where oil-air tank lube oil level is determined.

5. Show student how to cle'an air. compressor' filter.'

6. Show student how- to clean fuel oil strainer.

Summarize:
1.'

2.

Have student identify 'burner parts.
Have 6tudeni perform routine maintenance on burner.

Assignment:. .

Complete assignment 9 A --6 in the lab manual.

r
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Objectives: '
1. Be able to
2. Be able to

Be able to

Aot

Aids:

The solenoids.

AS SIGNMENT

Title: Gas Piping,.Valves, and Fittings

identify the parts of a solenoid valve.
describe how a solenoid functions.
identify the valves and fittings found bn a gas line.

valves and fittings found on No. 3, No. 4, and No. 5 boilers.

Proceduie:
1. Show and name the parts of a solenoid valve, and explain how the valve

functions.

2. Explain how to ser Meter and,test coil for continuity.

3. Explain how to reassemble the valve'.

4. Name-all the valves and fittings on gas lines for boilers No. 3, No..4, and No. 5.

5. Explain what each valve and fitting is for and show how to read t4,e gas pressure
gages.

.Summarize:
1. Go over the parts Of the gas lines stressing the function of each valve and fitting.

Testing: 4

1. Name the parts of a solenoid valve.
How does the:solenoid valve function -

3. What valves and fittings arQ, foilnd on 'the gas lines on No." 3, 4, and 5 boilers?
Explain the purpose of each valve and fittirkg. s

Assignment:
CoMplete assignment 9 C in the lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 9D-1

Title: On-Off Controls

Objective:
1 Be able to adjust the settings on a pressure control, a modulating-pressure control.

a vaporstat. and an aquastat.

Aids:

1. Pressure -trot
2. Modulating pressure-trol
3. Vap.orstat
4. Aquastat
5. Data sheets
6. Continuity meter
7. Screwdriver'

Procedure:
1. Assign controls to student.
2. Discuss operation and use of each control.
3. Discuss location of controls in our plant.

Explain importance of examining mercury tub at least .once a year.
5. Show student how to use continuity meter.

Summarize:
1. Location and use of controls
2. Danger involved in not checking mercury tubes

Testing:
1. What is meant by operating range',
2. What is meact by high and low fire?

Assignment:
Complete assignment 9- D-1 in lab manual.

p.
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ASSIGNMENT 2-1)-2

: TemperatterezPressure Regulators and aelief ValVes

Objectiv
1. Be able to identify the parts of a Temperature-Pressure regulator.
2. abte to describe how the Temperature-Pressure regulator functions.
3. Be able to identify the parts of au i7alve.

4. Be able to describe how the oil-relief valve'Iunctions.
44/

Aids:
. \. Temperature-pressure regulator .

1Oil-relief-valve

----/ . :..-,. ,

1. Show 'and' name the parts of the temperature- pressure regulator.
2. Explain 116w the temperature-pressure regulator functions. .

ain how to disassemble and assemble c temperature-pressure regulator.
4., Show a-nd name thC parts of the oil-rc iefvalve-:
5. Explain how the (Al.-relief va c functions.
6. Explain how to disassenabl and assemble the oil-relief valve.

.41

Su ininarize: s

. HOW to take apart and reassemble the temperature-pressure regulator and the
it5oil relief salve.

2 St=ress clearing and laving out of parts to prevent loss.

Testing:
1. Name .the parts of a temperature pressure regulator. I.

2 Name the patty of an oil relief valve,
3. E.plain how each functions.

Assignment:
Complete assignment. 9 1) 2 in the lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 9D-3

Title: Programmer .

Objectives:
1. Be able to identify the parts of a programming control.
". Be able to show where the wires on the terminal block go.
3. Be able to check continuity on one' pair of wires.

Aids:
1. Fireye programming control
2. Fireye bulletin EP522 ----
3. Continuity meter

Procedure:
<-

1. Assign fireye control to student.
2. Discuss purpose of the control and the location in our plant.
3. Explain importance of the fireman being familiar with the controls operation.
4. Disciiss how to use the bulletin to trace terminal wires.

o.

5. `Discuss one complete cycle.

Summarize! ..
I. Go over and complete living cycle' .

(1.,

2. Importance of knowing how the control operates. )
Testing:

1. Have studett identify cam assembly. flame-relay. master relay and 1pckout switch.

Assignment: ,

Complete assignment 9 D -1 in lab manual.

%
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, ASSIGNMENT 10

Title: 'Conibustion Process

t

Objectives:
1. 1k able to describe the combustion process as -it takes place in an industrial

furn ace.

2. 4k able to describe the factors that can affect the combustion process.

Aids: %

Steam boiler that is in use.

Procedure:
1. Explain to thetudents that you will demonstrate the following factors that

affect the combustion procs.

a improper fuel-air ratio
b. Improper atomization of fuel
c. Reduction of furnace temperature
d. Insufficient time for the combustion of the fuel.

a. Reduce amount of fuel.
b. Increase amount of fuel.
c. Explain the results .obtained in both instances.

Change atomization of the fuel primary air or oil pressure. and explain the
results obtained.

4. Reduce furnace -temperature by using a cold boiler or leave furnace off for a
15-minute period. Explain the results obtained.

Incr ate to maximum to show students that any further increase would
not allow s lent time for complete combustion to take place.

Summarize: '
1. Explain the importance of the proper combustion of a fuel in a fUrnace.

pre%cntion of air pollution. and good efficiency to .pieserve our decreasing fuel
supplies.

2. Explain the following:

a. Mixture of fuel and air
b. Atomization of fuel
L. Temperature in combustion tone
d. Time for the combustion process to go tocompletion

Testing..
1. What affects the-combustion process%
Z. How does each factor affect the combustion process?
3. Is it pos'sible to have good combustion efficiency in a furnace and also prevent

pollution of the atmosphere'

Assignment :
Complete assignment 10 C 1 in the lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 10D-1

Title: Fyrite Analyzer

4 Objectives:
1. Be able to dismantle, clean, recharge. and assemble a fyrite CO2 tester.
2. Be able to use a fyrite CO2 tester.
3. Be able to interpret CO2 readings.

Aids:
1 Fyrite test kit
2. Replacement parts kit
S Data sheet

,

Procedure:
.1. Assign necessary material to student.
2. Discuss danger of fluid inside Pyrite tester and how to manage it safely.
3. Explain purpose of CO2 readings-.
4. Define CO2,02,and CO.
5. After student has cleaned and recharged tester, explain'how to,use tester.
6. Check finished results.

Summarize:
1.. Dangers of caustic fluid
2. .Purpose of testing flue gas.

Testing:
1. What would you do if you spilled sonic Fyrite liquid on your hands or arms?

Assignment:
Complete assignnnt 1 in lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 1 D-2 .

Title: Orsat Analyzer

Objective:
1. Be able to prepare an orsat analyzer for testing boiler flue gas.

2. Be able to set up analyzer in boiler room.
1. Be able to take a flue gas analysis using the orsat analyzer.
4. Be able to interpret flue gas readings.

Aids:

1. Orsat tester
. 2. ChemiCals for orsat

3. Instruction sheet

Procedure:
1. Assign necessary material to student.
2. Discuss caution needed when renewing chemicals.
3. Explain how to get orsat ready to take readings.
4. Demonstrate how to take a set of readings. ....

5. Have student explain how he would proceed to take readings.
6. Using board, show how to interpret reading.

Note:
CO2 + 02 +1/2C0 should never be:

Above 21 not less than 18.5 with coal
Above 21 not less than 15.5 with oil

Summarize:
1., How to use orsat
2. How to interpret,readings

Testing:
1. What does CO2 represent in flue gas'
2. What does CO represent in flue gas?
3. What does 02 in flue gas'

Assignment:
Complete assignment 10 D 2 in lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 11A-1

Title: Differential-Pressure Flow Meter

Objectives.-

1 Be able to deSerihe how a differential-pressure flow meter is connected to the line
and unit

2. To know hots to blow down the connecting lines.

Aids:
.

Flow meter and orifice plate 4

Procedure:
1. Simi.% and e \plain how the unit is connected to,the steam lin
2. Dembnstratc how to:

a. Remove the flow meter from service.
b: Blow down lines from the orifice plate.
c. Put meter back into service again.

Summarize:

1. Main taking meter out of service.,
xpiam blowing down meter.

3. Explain putting meter back into service.

ta,

Testing:

1. What is the purpose of blowing down the lines from an orifice plate?
1 How do.we blow down the lines?
3 what dangers are there when i.ou remoe or place a flow meter of this type into

eri . .

Assignment:

Complete assignment 11 A 1 in the lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 11A-2

Title: Positive Displacement an Variable Arca -Flerw-Meter

1. the various parts of a positive )Iacenient meter.
2. Be able to disassemble and assemble a'pcisitive displacen nt meter.
3. Be able to ,describe how the pcasitiv dis'placetnent meter fu ions.

4. Be able to identify .the, vario parts of a variable area meter.
5. Be able to disassemble and assemble a variable area meter.
6. Be able,to describe how the variable area meter functions.

Aids:
Positive displacement meter
Variable area flow meter .

Procedure:
1. Explain how to mark the various parts of the positive displacement meter.
2. ,Explain how to disasseinble the meter.
3. Explain how the parts are to be cleaned and set out for. examination.
4. Explain how.to assemble meter and to test for leaks.- _
5. Repeat the above procedure for the variable area meter.

Summarize:
1. How to take each meter apart.
2. How to assemble each meter.
3. How to test for leaks.

Testing:
1. Why important to mark the various parts of the' meters?

'2-.How do ou go about disassembling a positive displacement meter?
3. How do ou go about assembling a variable area .meter?
4. How is a meter tested after servicing?

Assignment:
Complete assignment 11 A 2 in die lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 11B-1

Title: Calibrating of Draft Gages .

Objectives:
1. Be able to use a test manometer to test draft gages.
2. Be 'able to recalibrate draft gages using a test manometer.

Aids:
Draft manometer.
Draft test gages

Procedure:
Show,and plal.n how the draft test gage functions.

2. Demonstrate how to take a reading of the 'furnace and breeching pressure with
the test gage.

3. Show and explain how the draft manometer fu.nctions.

4. Demonstrate how to take a reading of -the furnace and breeching pressures with
the, draft manorneter.

5. Show how to connect the draft manometer to the draft gage of each bo'iler.

6. Show and explain how to compare readings taken.

7. Show, how 'to recalibrate draft gage for accuracy.

8. Explain I oy assignment chart is to be completed.

Summarize:
1. Show and explain how each instrument operates.
2. Show how and where each instrument is to be used.

Testing:.
1. What is the range of each instrument that we have just used?
2. WIIN is it important to set the manometer on a level surface to get a zero reading?
3. How can these instruments be damaged through improper use?

Assignment:
Complete assignment l l -B- 1 in the.lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 11C-1

Title: Locating and Describing Thermocouples
(Review of 10th Grade)

Objectives:
1. Be able to find the location of the thermocouples in our plant.
2. Be able to describe what each thermocouple is recording.

'Thermocouples in boiler room
Recorder and pyrometer

Procedure:
1-. Explain the purpose and make-up of a ihermoc.ouple.
2. Show whei:e all the thermocouples are in the boiler room.
3. Explain wile' it is attached to eacts line.
4. Show how to take a reading with the pyrometer, and check against the recorder.

Summarize:
1. Cover location and purpose of the thermocouples.

4r
c.

Testing: '
1. How mare therrnocouples,are there in our boiler room?
'). Do you think it is imOortant- that they function accurately?
3. What is the location of thtrmocouples in our boiler room?'
4. What lines are the thermocouples attached to?

Assign men t :

Complete assigitiment 11C-1 in lab manual..
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AS 1GNMENT 11D-1

Title Interpreting Recorders

Objectives;
1. Be able co read data from recorder.
2. _Be able to use the integrat.r reading on flow recorders.
3. Be'able to use all data taken from recOrders.-

Aids:

Brown recorder
Hay's recorder

Procedure:
1,. Explain how read a brown recorder correctly. Show how the chart lines are

divided.

2.. Explain !Tow to reaithe pressure from a Hay's steam flow recorder.

3: Explain hOw to read the flow, from a Hay's steam flow recorder.

1. Explain thcl integrator reading and show how to calculate total steam gen-crated
over a '24-Ifour period.

Summarize:
1. Readings of each recorder
2. Integrator Calculations

Testing:
1. Have students read 'charts- and see if they all arrive at the same data.
2. How is the total steam generated for a 24-hour period known to the operator?

Assignment:
Complete 1 1 D--1 m the lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 11E1

Title: Maintaining Smoke Indicators

Objectives:
L Be able to clean adiaze g4e.
2. Be able to check the'light source.
3. Be able to change tl lamp in the haze gage.

Aids:
J. Haze gages in the boderroom

Procedure,:

1. Esplain how 'the haze gage functions. ShoW source of light and how to check for
correct light.

2. Iknionstrate how to clean the lenses.

3. Stress switching off haze gage before starting to clean lenses.

4. Skitch off gage at panel board.

5. Show how to remove the old bulb and replace it with a new one.

6. Show hews Co- check lenses for Clar ty.

1. Switching off the unit before starting.
2. Cleaning the lenses.

'telt uivmg an d-replacing

Te

I. What is the first thing you do before cleaning the lenses?
2. \G is it important to clean,the lenses in the haze giige5
3. 1hnV(10 nu change the light source in a haze -gage'

Assignment:

('on plete'assiglintent 1 1 E 1 in the lab maAtial
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ASSIGNMENT 12B-1

r
Title: Internal Feed-Water Treatment' ,

Objectives:
1. Be aisle t8 collect boiler water samples..
2. in.e able to test boiler water samples.

I
Aids:

1. Test cabinet
2. Feed-water logs
3. Sampling bottles,
4. Gloves
5. Feed-water instruction book

Procedure:
1. Open test, cabinet and demonstrate liow to get' it ready to run tests.,
2. Explain how ''td. keep a feed -water log,
3. Show,where log, contiol sheet, and instruction book is kept..
4. Discuss need for clean' equipment.
5. Demonstrate how to draw, Isample from boiler. Stress importance f using gloves

:and bottle holder to prevent burns.

.

6. Stress importance of good blow down to clearlines..
7. `. Run one complete set of test-log results.

Summarize:
1., Need for clean equipment.,
2. ,Safetv" need for giovt_iss.;

r

s4i1g-t .

f: Why must lin bi blown tiow'n before drawinga sample?
,

Assignment:
Complete assignment 12B-1 in lab manual.

/ -/
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ASSIGNMENT 12C:1

Title: Chemical Control Methods

Objectives:
1. Be able to mix feed-water chemicals.
2. Be able to add chemicals to boiler ,water.

Aids:
1. Feed-water chemicals
2. Chemical buckets
3. Gloves
4. Bt: pass feeder

Procedure:
1. Discuss how to handle and mix chemicals stress the safety precautions.

2. Explain, why all spills should be flushed away with water. .

3. Explain how to isolate by-pass feeder.'

4. Demonstrate :how to Sad chemicals to by-pass feeder and how to put feedei on
line feeding the boiler.

5.. 'Discuss need for care' m handling chemicals in storage,.

Suminariz:
1. Trace lines before opening valves.

.2. Flush any spills with plenty of water.

.1* est nig:

1. WI1N are chemicals added to boiler water?,

Assignmep:
Complete assignment 12- C- 1 in lab Manual.

Or.
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ASSIGNMENT 12C-2

Ti Te: Blow-Down Tank

Objectives:
1. Bc able to 'remove blow-down tank from service.
2. Be able to drain and clean blow-clown tank.
3. Bc able to replace gasket, close up. and put tank back in service.

Aids:
1. Bottom blow down tank
2. Safety signs

Procedure:
.1. Discuss need for safety signs and reason engineer in charge must be notified

before opening blQwdown tank.

Point out how internal overflow works.

3. Show how vent line goes into stack to preventspressut-e build

Summarize:
1. Donot open up without first putting out signs and notifying watclienginuer.

Testing: ,

1. \'hat would happen if boiler was blown down while blow down tank is open '

-
Assignment:

Complete assignment 1 2--C -2 in lab manual.

t
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ASSIGNMENT: 13B-1

Title: Components

Objectives:
1. 1. Be able to trace the compressed air system in our plant.
2. Be able to tie in any compressor we have to our control air system.

Aids:
1. Air compressor lines in our plant

Procedure: ;

4. 1. Discuss importance of knowing how to tie in shop air Toith control air.
2-, .Explain-why we neet4contro1 air.
3. Discuss what haPpen's when we lose our.control air.
4. Explain the tern "fail safe."'

Summarize:

1. Need for control air
2. Fail safe

Assignment:
1. 'Complete assignment'13-B-1 in lab manual.

\
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ASSIGNMENT 13C-1

Title: Compressor Operation

Objectives:
Be able to start and put air compressors on the line.

2.. Be able to stop and take air compressor off the line.
3. Be able to blow down compressor tank.
4. Be able.to drain compressor tank. ,

5. Be able to -take time checks for propet running conditions.

Aids:
1. 'All air compressors in shop
2. Watch for timing

Prccedure:
1. Explain why oil level is important.
2. Discuss danger in not draining compressor tank.
3. Explain all safety checks and why they are necessary.
4. Discuss the purpose of timing compressor from 0 #'s to 80 #'s.

Summarize:
L Alex a)s check equipment for lubrication, tools, and rags before starting,'

'-
Testing:

L Wh is it so necessary to keep compressor tank free of all condensate?

Assignment:
Complete assignmeru 13C-1 in lab, manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 13-6-1

Title: Compressor Maintenance

.1 I

Objective:
L Be able to disassemble, overhaul. reassemble, and test an air compressor.

Aids:
1. Air compressor
2. Data sheet

Procedure:'
1. Assign an air compressor to student.

-2. Discuss importance of marking and protecting all parts,
3. Explain that compressor must run to get a completed grade.'

Summarize: .
I. Mark before disassemblmg.

Testing:
1. Win, do N.ou think it is important to mark 'your compressor before taking it

apart"'

Assigninent:
Complete assignment 13D-1 in lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 14A-1

Title: Electrical Safety

Objective:
1. Be able to use proper safety practices and procedures when working with

electrical equipment.

Aids:

1. Electrical Aafetv rules

Procedure:
1. Discuss safety ruleg.

Explain the dangers of working with electrical equipment.

3. Explain why power tools must Lie grounded.

4. Discuss and demonstrate how to kill an electrical circuit and how to test to make
sure it's acad.

me

5. Stress importance or using tester and not fingers to test for live equipment.
.. 6. Explain why standard drop light should never be used in steam and water side of

4r1Pc !isbo i 1 c r . 0

7. Demonstrate how to use a fuse puller. , )'

8.. Discuss why it is important to keep electrical equipment dry when washing down.

Summarize:

1. AN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT CANNOT THINK -1 YOU CAN THINK SAFETY
AND BE SAFE.

Test ing:'

-(1.< Why should you kill an electrical circuit before working on it?
2. On a three-wired cord, whieh wire is the ground?

.As/signment:
Complete ayt,ent 14A-1 in lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 14B=1

Title: Electrical Circuits (Review of 10th Grade)

Objectives:-
1. Be able to la\ out a series circuit.

Be able to lay out a parallel circuit.
3. Be able to ay out a series parallel circuit.

Aids:

11. No. 16"insurated wire
1. TWO sockets and lights
3. Two switches .,'single pole)
4. Testing meter,
5.- Receptacle plug

4

Procedure.
1. Show how to lay out a series circuit.

2. Explain arks demonstrate how to check out circuit with a test meter.

3. Sh hugs to la) out a parallel circuit, and explain how to check it nut with a
test meter.

4. Show how to lay out a series parallel circuit, and explain how to check out
circuit with a test meter,

Summarize:
1. Trace out the setiCS, parallel, and series parallel circuits.
2. E.plain continua\ test

Testing:
1. Can \ on 'Think of what t)pe of controls would be wired in series?
2. W hat t pc in parallel'
3. what type In series parallel%

Assignment: 7

Complete assignment 14 B 1 in lab manual.

7G,
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ASSIGNMENT '14B--2

Title: Basic Burner Control Circuit.

Objective:
1 Be able to describe how the pressure -trot. aquastat, and low-water cutoff are

connected in a boiler control circuit.

Aids:
Pressure-trot
Aguastat
Low-water cutoff
Lamp and socket
Test meter

Procedure:
1. Make a line drawing on the blackboard to show how to connect the pressure-trol,

aquastat. low-water cutoff, and lamp in series.

2.' Demonstrate .the series circuit by using the above components.
r

3. Show and explain show to check the completed circuit for grounds, shorts, and
continuity.

4. Demonstrate how each control functions-in the control circuit:

Summarize:
1. Connecting of the circuit
2. Ghee king for shorts and grounds
3. How each control functions

Testing:

1. What t pe circuit was discussed?
2. WIn is it a series circuit?
.3. Win, is it necessary to check the completed circuit for grounds, shorts, and

continuity before connecting to a powycsource?

Assignment:
Complete 2 in the lab manual,

6 8
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Objectives:
1. Be able to disassemble, clean the contacts. and assemble a motor starter.
2. Be able to clean relays and switches.

ASS1GN-MENT 14C-1

TiftePStalTffs, Relays, and Switches

Aids:
1. Motor starter
1. Relay
3. Switch

Procedure:
1., Show and explain how to disassemble and clean-the motor starter.
2. Demonstrate how to dress the contacts in the starter.,,
3. Show how to test the starter.
4. Show and explain how to disassemble and clean relay.
5. Show how to test the relay.
6'. Show how to examine and clean the switch.

Summarize: .

1. Care in disasse-Mbling,starter and relay
2. Care in the dressing of the contacts
3. Testing after completion of each compionelit

. 7

Testing:
1. How Could .any of the components ised in this assignment be dpnaged?
2, Is it possible to dress a contact too/mucli7
3. WIIN is it necessary to test carefully after assembling each component?

Assignment:
1. Comprcle islignment 14C-1 in the lab manual.

4
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ASSIGNMENT 14C-2

Title: Fuses, Breakers, and Heaters

Objective:
1. Be able to test fuses and breakers.
2. Be able to replace a fuse.
3. Be able to replace a heater. L:*

Aids: 9
Assorted fuses, breakers. and heate'rs
Fuse pullers
Fuse box
Motor starter
Test meter (voltage and continuity)

Procedure:r
1. Show and explain how to test a fuse and circuit breaker.
2. Take apart and show hop to replace the link in a cartridge fuse.
3. Show how to pull and replace cartridge fuses using a fuse puller.
4. Show how to remo ib the heaters from the starter and how to compere the

niimbers.

5. Show how to replace heaters in the starter.

Summarize:
1, Testing fuses and breakers
2, Removing and replacing fuses and heaters

Testing:
1. Why is it necessary to test fuses and breakers?
2. Why do we use a fuse puller to remove and replace cartridge fuses?
3. Is it important to have the correct heater in a starter? Why?

Assignment:
Complete assign inept I4 C 2'iirthe Lib manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 14D-1

Tiile: Types and Uses of Meters

Qbjectives:
1. Be able to describe the various types of electric-al meters.
2. Be able to show how to use the various types of-electrical meters.

Aids:
Voltage meter
Amp meter
Ohm meter
Continua. meter
Motor

Procedure:
1. Explain the use of each meterandhow it is to be used.
2. Show.and'explain how to check for continuity through the motor windings.
3. Show how to check the windings for a resistance reading.
4. low how to use the amp meter to check .amperage on motor.
5. S ow how to take a voltage reading with the volt meter.

Summary e:
1. K. to identlf\ the various types of meters.
2. Ho. to use the various types of meters.

Testing:
1. Name the types f meters us
2. Vv 11,it is the use of t'ach meter'
3. W hat is a.connnua tot'
4. What purpose do ele trical meters serve'

Assignment:
Complete assignment 4--D 1 in the lab manual.

tl
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ASSIGNMENT 15A-1

Title: Taking Over and, Maintaining a Shift

Objectives:
1. Be able to take over a shift.
2. Be able to maintain a shift.

Aids:

1 Boilerroom
2 Botlerroom log _

3 Student fireman responsibility list

Procedure: . --.----

1. Discuss firemadun'st-ies and resiponsibilities in industry.

2. Issue copy of boilerroom lag. Explain purpose of log and why it is necessary t9
maintain accurate readings. .. ' 1

o.

3. Take student to bOilerroom and go over the procedure of relieving a watch.

4. Have student follow the same proce'd'ure.

5. With student present. perform all the duties necessary to maintain a shift.

6. , Ha\e student follow the samprocedure.

`Summarize: -
1. Importance of reporting early
2. Fireman's duties and responsibilities

Testing:
1. Why should you report early to take over a shift?
2. Who can decide how long the operator can leave his equipment?
3. Why do firemen 'require a license'

Assignment:
Complete assignment 15 A 1, in lab manual.
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Title:

ASSIGNMENTE 15 A--2

Assisting in Plant Start-Up and Slitir:Do-cure

Objectives:
1. Be able to help start up a dead plant.
2. Be able to help secure a live plant.

Aids:
Boilerroom

Procedure:
1. Disci', the importance of developing a set routine to follow when-starting up or

securi plant.

Explain why is so impercage to make safety checks before starting up the plant.

3. Discuss an seress the importance of hexer walking away from a bojler that has
just been started until all controls have been tested and you know that they are
operative.

Summarize: .

,I. SAFE OPERATORS ART. MADE NOTBORN.

Testing:
1. Whs' do you think it would be dangerous to walk assyy "Erom a plant that had just'.

,

been started.'

Assignment:
--Complete assignment ln in lab manual.
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" Objective:

1

ASSIGN7T-11-3

Title: Fuel Change Over .

Be a5le to chaige-buEner
t

over fro gas to oil or oil to gas.
.1/4

AidS.: t

1. Combination burhrs in boilerrooin
..- 'It

4

.14

Procedur'e:
fl. Discuss reason ftir combination burners.

cuss advantage of quick change over.
Di cuss arrangements with gas company for change over.

Summarize:
1. ,Advantages of combination burners.

Testing:
1. Which type of fuel would you rather burn% Why

Assiximcnt:
Complete assignment it's lab manual.

S
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ASSIGNMENT 15B-1

Title: Draft Adjustments

Objectives:
1. Be abler to adjust furnace draft for automatic °pit-anon.
2. Be able to adjust furnace draft for manual operation.

Aids*
1. Boilerroom

Procedure:.

ti

1. Discuss the importance Rcontrollingdraft in furnace operation.
2. 'Discuss tlx advantages of automatic, draft.cont-rol over manual control.
3 .E \plain how draft is measured.

Summarize:

1. Advantages of atitomatic draft control.

testing
,1.' What is draft and how, is it measured'

Assigntnent
-Compktt: ,Nsignment 15 -13 1 in lab manual.

I
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ASSIGNMENT 15B-7,2

Title: 'Oil and Gas Adjustments

Objectives:
1. i3e 'able to describe where' various oil' and gas adjustments can be made, that will

affect operating conditions. )
2. Be able' to describe 1-fow these adjustments ffect operating conditions.

., Aids:
1. Boilerroom
2. Charts attached

Procedure:
.

4tik
1 Discuss unportance of knowing where and what type of adjusunents are pos.ifDle.
2. Drscuss effects on system when adjustments are off...
3. ,E.rlain how this ties in with a well kept boilerroom log.
4 Explain how this is the difference between a good or a half. baked fireman.

Summarize.
1 . Temperatures and pressure are signs of good. fair, or poor operating conditions.

Testing:
1. Ho \k would cold oil in storage tank affect operating conditions?

Assignment: .

C,miplete assIgn men t 15 B-- 2 'in lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 15-C--t

Title: High- or Low-Water Condition

Objective; , , .-..
4,-

. 1. tae. able to handle hightbr low-water conchti6ns.
lt

-,
Aidst

',1. Boiley.r9uin boiler on line

i.ENoceduro: . ...'.. , .. . . .$

4 .. . . .
1.e. 1 1)1.ti5, d'il0gef:oflih -arrd low': water. ..., i, rY 4

- ' ' 2. Discils§ location cif gage lass irifeiation tLiiii.baOrng Wace..1.' - . t .
3. Liplam how to ,pscirl.. ,r.ocks, what,. /ac are narnal. acid 1-iosV' to handlL

. -abnormal readings ',.,* a- ' .-:'':,- -1" ''''' . .

0 I

;PS* f ft . ..*; , e
I

Suntin4rize t , t, -. t , 4; x, s -
, lc. Most intdrtant fn-CTtariZE-4r -Afil is to maintain prop'er.water level at all times.

..,. ...,...,1 - ,
. , .., S'...i.- ' V t:. ' ' 0 '

Testing: . ; ','',..?-s...*-r',,. 9,..-

1. \XII% iVit dal4e.rous to ,rdd water to a boiler if there is no water in the sage glass
aiid no ssattr when 11.1ottom try Lock is opened

.. .

(.. an plere assit=raneht 1 5 --C -1)4' lab inanal.

of,
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ASSIGNMENT 15C1-)

Title: Flame Failure

Objectives:
lc r.1) reetogniz,4.k.hen boiler has had a flame failure.

Be able r put boiler back in ser.vice after a flame failure.

Aids.
1 Botlerroo boiler on line

Procedure.
Eshlain 11°%% °U
1( AN. M att. r shut down

recognize the ,difference between a flame failure and

2 Iiiscuss procedure to follow when burner is off on a flame failure.

i. I/Lin onsrrate how to reset programmer.

Littunari-ze.

1 Hess to recognize a flame failure.
Hoss to correct a flame failure.

1 t is th rcas()n for inspection of firebo> and purging before attempting Co
t oft-

AssiLm ;nen t :

umr etc as,,ignincnt 1 5 C 2 in lab manual.
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ASSIGNMENT 16A-1

Title: Cleaning Fire Side
8

Objectives:
1. Be able to use mechanical boiler cleaning tools.
2. Be able to clean furnace and tubes in a fire-tube boiler.

Aids:
1 Boiler cleaning tools 'air or elk.L.tric
2 Scaffold

J;

3 Gloves. mask, and goggles
4' Wire brushes

5 Vacuum
G Boiler to be cleaned

-
Procedure: .

1 Discuss the reasons for cleaning boiler fireside.
--).. Explain whs goggles, mask, and gloves should be used.
3. Demonstrate how to usetitrog,gles and mask, 9

4, Explain wh). signs mint be hung and controls tagged.
5. Demonstrate how scaffold is set up.
6, Show how to open up fireside of boiler and how to secure, doors.

Demonstrate how mechanical tube cleaner works.
,

8, Rise each student punch one tube and observe that' all safety precautions ark. - .,

being followed. .,) x

Sunimari7e:

1, Reasons for cleaning
,2 Safet) steps to follow

Testing: ,

1. VII) is it ihcessars to lects out controls and hang signs on a boiler that is off the
line for'cleaniNg'

Assignment:
(kinplete assignment! 6 A 1 in lab ,inanual.
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ASSIGNMENT 1:6A-2

Titles Cleainiw Water Side

Objectives
o .

1. Be Alt. to remove. -clean; and replace handhole and manhole covers.
2 Be able to thorpugbh clean clic' water side/of a firetube boiler

Aids:
1 B!,alk.'-r to be eleand

42. "Gasket

Procedure:

1. Discuss reasons for cleaning water side.

E \plain cl'aner of scale sludge deposits.

Esplan,i hOV CO .10C k out contnils artidr the ,reaso-n i for signs.

4: Discuss reason for venting boiler before opening.

5 Discuss real for flushing as soon as boiler is dumped.

6 Stress importance of securing any tagging, out bottom bloW-down
d um ping.

Discuss importance of clean surfa.ce for gasket replacement.

Surnitiarize:

5.

I &den Precaut is to follow before ,fnd after dumping.

valves after,

qtsting:.
1.. Wli is it nee ssar to.cluse and tag out bottom blow-down valves before entering

steam and wa er side If boiler'
,

Assignment:

Complete Issignmeilt 16 -A -2 in lab smanual.

ti



A-SSIGZIENT 16A-3

- Title: Boiler Inspection

Objectives:
1. Be able to assist in getting a boiler ready for inspection.
2. Be able to remove and replace a fusible plug.
3. Be able to locate and remove all plugged tees.
4. Be able to assist in remoung tops of feed-water regulators for cleaning and

internal inspeCtion.

Aids:

1 Boiler

Fusible plug
3 Rope
4 Teflon tape

IMP

Procedure:
1. Discuss state law on boiler inspection.
2. Discuss merits of h"aving boilers inspected.
3. Explain which fusible plug to use.
4. Demonstrate how to use teflon -tape.
5. Discuss all safety precautions to be followed before, 'during, and after boiler

inspecticln.

Summarize:
1. State law on boiler inspection
2. Safety procedures to follow.

Testing:
1 ,1,h. do you think It important for all pelionnel working in.,;he boilerroom to be

taindiar with safety procedures co' ,before. during and after boiler
.

Inspection..

Assignment:
1 Complete assignment 16: A -3.an. lab manual.
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. ASSIGNMENT 16A-4

Title: Laving Up a Boiler

Objective:
1. Be able to assist in lay mg up a boiler wet or dry.

Aids:
1. Boiler firetubc

Procedure:
1 E \plain why layivg up a boiler is necessary.
2. Discuss laying up a boiler wet and 'dry.
3. Discuss how to decide which method would be best for the plant involved'

Surnmarive
1. Two methods of laying up boilers.
2. Damag,c possible if boiler is nqt la\ ed up.

: .
Testing:Testing:

1 How, do N, on decide if a boiler is to be laved up wet or dry?

Assignment:
Complete assignment 16A-4 in Lib manual

*
4.
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I ASSIGNMENT 16A-5

Title: Replacing Gage Glass

Objectives.
1 R. able to describe how the internal parts of gage glass fittings arc Constructed.
2. BL able to-measure and cut \Ai gage glass to size.

Aids:
GageL' glass cutter
Gage glass

Gage glass washers

Model of tza:e glass fittings

Procedure: er

, Show and name the parts of the glass and the fittings.

13emonstr4te how to take the measurement for the length of a new gage glass.
explaining why''-r" is subtracted from the overall measurement.

la. ,, -,

i lianonstrateliow to cut the gage glass to the correct length.
t .

4. Show how to install the new gige,glass stressing not to tighten nuts to
..-

A A

SSummarize:

1. Measuring,for a new glass
2. Cutting of. \thegliss
3.' installing the new glass

es,ting:

`1. How do- s on measure tot,a new gage glass'
2. Can's on explain how to use the glass s Llitter

3 ',All) is it inigortant not to tighten the nuts too my(11%

('(mplete 16.. A 5 in lab manual:
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ASSIGNMENT 16B-1

Title: Rows Cup Burner

Objective:- .

1 Bc able to perforrivroutine service and maintenance on a rotar\ cup burner.

Aids:

R,,tar\ cup burner

rocedure
Show and e plain how to stCure a rota% cup btper.

Slim% how to mark the fan housing and hom, to remove the cover.

\plain how to Jean the cover. ho-using. and 'fan. Stress the importance -Of
iceking the air switch tubing to make sure it is clear..,

. lk nonstrate how. to clean and cheek for free movement of the primarN air
dar iper.

5. Sh o S how to remove the burner cup. t.
6 Sho and e\plain how to remove the scienoid valve and burner tube.

tstrate how to clean the solenoid-alye and burner tube.

8 Show ow to (heck for the correct alignment and an wear or tear of the belts it
or pull& vs.

De inoryst ire how to reassemble the followin1;:

a. Burner tube and Solenoid valve
b. 'Burnet cup
e. Fan hpo ing.(check for alignment)

to Show lio.% to heck for -correct operation.

1 . Securing pro( L I
1 Danget of fore mg parts apat t togetlier with the: use of a hammer or lever. .

Strk.s the importance of itrform ig instructor of an problems involving removing
or assembling of an

Testinv'.
1 \Aliat is the put p.ke of tontine seiviee to a ro
2 In what, sequence 1'1' tilt burner taken apart'

F Iiid+, the blunt r k eas4clubled.

Assignment.
(,iimplete .isswinnent 16 B I in the lab manual.

84.
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* ASS1GNMENT16B-2

Title: Air Atomizing Burner

Objectives: -'
1. Be able to clean the burner assembly on an air atomizing burner,
2. Bcsable)to clean the air filter on an air atomizing, burner. <

Aids:
Air-titonizing burner(

ProCedure:

A

a./

1 Demonstrate how to secure the burner.

2. Show and explain how to disconnect the oil and gas. lines:

.

3. Show and explain how 'to remove the burner assembl: stress 4ow to remove the
electrode wires as the burlier is being'sremoved.

4.. Explin how the bainer :assembly is to=be cleaned.

'5. Show how fo"check the electrodes for the correct gap.

Show how to set the correct gap.

7. Show and ex'plain how to reassemble
electrodes gas lihes, and oil lines.

burner .assembly and reconnect die,

8. Demonstrate how to clean the air intake filter.

9. Show and explain the cleaning of the complete burner:
, to s

Summarize:
1 1. Securing procedure

2. Removal of burner assembly and possible damage'tb burner,
3. Replacing burner assembl

Testing:
I. Win, is a burner, serviced on a routine basis'
2. Explain how the burner asseniblt is removed.
i. E.plikin how' the burger assembly is reussembled.

Assignment:
. Complete assigniment 16 B 2 in the lab manual.

-
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ASSIGNMENT 16B-3

*Title: -.Gas Burner

Objective:
1. Be able to clean Ole blower and the butterfly valve, on a gas burer.

Ga, burner

Procedure:

1. Demonstr,tteiCiw,co secure the gas-fird burner.

Show explain how to rf2inove: The blower from the blower housing

3. E\plain how the blower and clic housing is to be cleaned.

Show and expla,in how to replace blower in the housing and how to check for
_orrect alignmtmt.

E\plain how the butterfly valve is to be cleaned and checked for free movement.-

6. Explain how the complete burner is, to be cleaned.

Suintnari7c:,
1 Securing the burner.

Remoy,,uig and installing the blower.
3. Importanc c of hasin'g, the correct alignment between the blower and hou'sing.

'Testing:
14

. Flow do sou secure a gas'burner%
Rom do otrremov a blower IrCun its housing?

3 MIN is it important'to have the butterfb valve work Ireely7.

Assignment.
Complet, ,i,,iginnent 16 13 3 in the lab manual.

9
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ASSIGNMENT 16--C-.

Valye-Stem Packing

jectives:

1. & able to measure; salve-stem,packing.
2. Be able to cut salve-stem packing.
3; --Be able to Rack Si vale -c stem.,

eiraids:.

Valve
:

Vah--stem

Procedure,
1 Demonstrate how to secure the valve so\.that it is safe to repack.

2. Show how to rename the nuts and ,the packing gland.

3. Show and eN,plain ho to remove the old packing and inspect for small particles..

Show and explain how to measure for tin; correct size packing.

1)ein9nstrate ho\c, to cut the packing to the correct length.

Explain igsert,the rings starting, at) the torand ItaVing, the opening 1200
apart from one ling to the net ring.

Shov, and essplam how to replace glaiid rintf chase nuts if necelsar.

tiummarize: i '
4.

', 1. Measuring for du; correci packing si7e
. 2. Cutting the packing to tW. correct length.
-3. Installing the pacLing, gland. -

1

Testing;
1, How do ou ineasure,fot the correct packiligire%

Wh is it imp-ortant to clean all old packing out of the paCking.gland?
3. What steps do toll OW in pac king a.% salve , .

I.

Assjgiunent: . . . . )a. ,

Complete assignment lf) (' 1 in thclab iii,inti`al,
,

.
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ASSIGNMENT 16C-2

Title: Sump Pump

Obj ctive: -
. Bc table to assist in theroutinC maintenance of a sump pump.

.

Aids:

Sump pump in-fhe b,;-ilt<rroom
4.

Procedure: ,, 1.

1. Show how to secure pump: stress testing, electrically o be sure'pow'er'is ok4
s

2. Explain how to disconnect the pump electrical]) and how to disconnect: pump
from the piping.

3. Explain how the hoist is to be set up and the safety pieoautions to follow.,

4. Explain how the Ptiinp is'to be lifted and then 1 wered to'the gr&k:inc.

5. Explain the cleaning process and the points'tha have to be cheekad:-

Lubrication
Bearing wear
Impeller
Casing

6. Explain how to replas pump in sum. pit. Caution against damage t lines while
installing pump; .

-
7..E\pL, ) reconnect electric connections.

Summarize: .' , --
_ .7'

1. Rigging. ust b chjecked'bef)re'''raising c)r lowering pump.
1 Sa cedures'io be foll ecl'Auring this assignment. ,

- , /'
Testing:

.\ j
.

1: What is the purpose orre loving the pump?
2. What dangers are there i raising and lowering the pump?,

Assignment: , -

Complete assignment 16C-2 in the lab manual. c,.
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